Theorem. A. Let c>0. There exists a nonconstant bounded sequence {x"| with |A"x0| f^(c/n)n.
B. Let {xn} be a bounded sequence for which «|ABXo|1/n-->0. Then {xn} is a constant.
Proof. A. Choose
Zo k\ \k) so that A"x0 = (-5)"/«! and |A"x0| ^(c/n)n when d = c/e. This sequence is certainly nonconstant and we need only show that it is bounded. We have Then |/(z)| ^C throughout | arg z\ ^ir/2a. Applying this to/(z) = F( -z), a = \ we conclude by (2) and (3) that | F(-z) | ;£ C throughout the plane so that, since F is entire, it is a constant. Thus e~'zZxniz"/nl) = C and so x" = C.
